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DISTANCE BETWEEN NORMAL OPERATORS

V. S. SUNDER

Abstract. Lidskii and Wielandt have proved independently that if A and B are

selfadjoint operators on an n-dimensional space H, with eigenvalues {ak)k = l and

[ßk)l=\ respectively (counting multiplicity), then,

M-ßll>min||diag(«,-Äw)||
OËAH

for any unitarily invariant norm on L(H). In this note an example is given to show

that this result is no longer true if A and B are only required to be normal (even

unitary). It is also shown that the above inequality holds in the operator norm, if A is

selfadjoint and B is skew-self-adjoint.

Introduction. In [2], Weyl proved the following: if A and B are Hermitian

operators on a finite-dimensional Hubert space, and if sp A = {ak}"k=l,

sp B = {ßk}k=i (counting multiplicity), then

(*) \\A - B || > min ||diag( ak - ßa(k) ) \\.
oeS„

(Here, sp^4 denotes the spectrum of A, and diag(y¿) denotes any normal operator

with spectrum {yk}"k=\.) The norm used above is the operator norm. It was later

shown by Lidskii [1] and Wielandt [3] that (*) is valid in any norm on L(H) that is

unitarily invariant. (Throughout this note, H denotes a finite-dimensional Hilbert

space.)

In this short note, we first give an example to show that the analogue of Lidskii's

theorem for general normal operators is false. In the example given, A is Hermitian

and unitary, while B is skew-Hermitian and unitary. We show, however (cf. Theorem

2) that Weyl's theorem remains valid if A is Hermitian and B is skew-Hermitian.

Example 1. Let

A =
0 1
1 0

B = 0 -1
1 0

Then A is Hermitian, B is skew-Hermitian and spA = {a|,a2}, spi? = {ßx,ß2}

where a, = 1, a2 = -1, /?, = /', ß2 = -i. (Note that A and B are unitary.) If II • Il ̂  is

the Schatten/»-norm, then it is easily checked that

\\A - B\\p = 2,       ||diag(«, - ßa(k))\\p = 2'/2+1/',

for any a in S2. Thus, if 1 *£ p < 2,

M - B||,< min lldiagK-&<*,)„,.    D
0GÍ1S2
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In the above example, the operator norm of A — B is larger than

mmoes2 ll<üag(«A; — ßo(t))H- That this is not a coincidence is the content of the next

theorem.

Theorem 2. Let A = A*, B = B* E L(H). Let spA = {ak)nk=l, spB= {ßk}"k=l.

Assume the numbering to satisfy | «, | > • • • >| a„ |, | ¿8, \< • • • < | ß„ \. Then,

\\A + iB\\ > \\diag(ak + ißk)\\ = max | ak + ißk \ .

Proof. Let {ek}"k=, and {fk}"k= i be orthonormal bases of H such that Aek = akek

and Bfk = ßkfk for all k. Let Mk = V{e,: I < k) and Nk = V{/;: l>k}. Then,

since dim Mk = k and dim Nk = n — k + 1, it follows that dim(Mk D Nk) > 1. Let

xk be a unit vector in Mk n Nk. The ordering of the ak's and the ßks ensures that

\\Axk\\>\ak\,\\Bxk\\>\ßk\. Hence,

\ak + ißk\2 =\ak\2 + \ßk\2 < \\Axk\\2 + \\Bxk\\2

= {-[\\(A +iB)xk||2+ \\(A -iB)xk\\2]

<i[lM + «II2 + \\A - iB\\2] = \\A + iB\\2.

(The first equality follows from the parallelogram identity, while the last equality is a

consequence of the fact that A — iB — (A + iB)*.) Hence,

\\A+iB\\>max\ak + ißk\.    D
k

The following is just a reformulation of Theorem 2: if T E L(H), then there exists

a normal operator N on H such that (i) the real and imaginary parts of N are,

respectively, unitarily equivalent to the real and imaginary parts of T, and (ii)

\\N\\<\\T\\.
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